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The Best Lawyers™ in the United Kingdom has recognized 31 BCLP lawyers in 19 practice areas in

the 2022 edition.

Selection is based on a peer-review survey in which leading lawyers cast votes on the legal abilities

of others in their specialties. Nearly 108,000 industry-leading lawyers are eligible to vote from

around the world, and Best Lawyers has received more than 13 million evaluations on the legal

abilities of other lawyers based on their specific practice areas. 

Best Lawyers’ peer-reviewed listings are now published in more than 70 countries, and their

presence has grown substantially in the international legal community. Since it was first published

in 1983, Best Lawyers® has become universally regarded as the definitive guide to legal excellence. 

Read more at Bestlawyers.com.

Commercial Real Estate

Construction Disputes

Consumer Fraud, RICO, & Unfair Business & Sales Practices

Criminal Enforcement

Debt Capital Markets

Employment & Labor

Energy & Natural Resources

Environment

Insurance

International Arbitration

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Outsourcing

Planning & Zoning

Real Estate Finance

Sports & Entertainment

Awards
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RELATED PRACTICE AREAS

https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/250062/3WLJ57/best-lawyers-in-united-kingdom2022.pdf
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Tax Advice & Controversy

Transport & Asset Finance

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


